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Abstract

 This stacked panel of experts will plunge into the current and potential 

application of exciting new technologies showing promise in automating and 

innovating the management of nursery stock, and other environments 

including arboretums and forest stands. New technologies explored during this 

seminar include drone-based observation and sampling, canopy robotics, and 

a variety of radio-frequency identification (RFID) applications. Panelists will 

address the need for RFID amidst compressed profit margins and labor 

challenges, and will reveal the power of strategic software and RFID 

integrations.



Schedule

Time Speaker Topic/Title

9:45 a.m. Facilitator Panel introduction, speaker biographies

9:50 a.m. Jill Calabro, Ph.D. “The Need and Interest for RFID in Industry”

9:55 a.m. Tom Fernandez, Ph.D. “RFID for nursery, greenhouse and retail inventory 

management. Research conducted at J.F. Schmidt, Henry Mast 

Greenhouses, Countryside Greenhouse (retail garden center), 

and the MSU research nursery.”

10:00 a.m. Matt Vollmer, MBA

Benjamin Meyers, BS

“Reducing the stresses of margin compression and labor 

challenges via strategic software and RFID integrations.”

10:05 a.m. Chuck Cannon, Ph.D. “Drone-based observation and sampling of trees and forest 

canopies, development of canopy robotics and the 

fundamentals of a tree observatory.”

10:10 a.m. Paul Doruska, Ph.D. “RFID technology for forest measurements, aiding financial 

valuation of trees from a wood products perspective.”

10:10 a.m. Facilitator Questions and answers



Meet the Panelists

 Jill Calabro, Ph.D.

 Tom Fernandez, Ph.D.

 Matt Vollmer, MBA

 Benjamin Meyers, BS

 Chuck Cannon, Ph.D.

 Paul Doruska, Ph.D.



“The Need and Interest for 

RFID in Industry”

Jill Calabro, Ph.D.



What is RFID?

 Radio-frequency identification (RFID)

Radio signal

EPC return

EPC return

EPC interpretation

RFID Tag



RFID Label Types and Use 

Environments
Tom Fernandez, Professor

Department of Horticulture

Michigan State University



Thanks to:

Bridget Behe, Dan Kort, Lynne Sage, 

Ryan Gawronski, Lindsay Daschner, Kyle Bindseil



Slip-on

Adhesive

Stake

Nursery Postharvest

Nursery Container Production

Greenhouse Production

Retail Garden Center

Label Types
Production 

Environments



Bare-root Pallet Loading

Slip-on Labels

3 densities: 

~ 20 bundles

~ 50 bundles

~ 130 bundles

99% of RFID tags were read. 



Container Nursery

Slip-on Labels #28 Maple spaced 6 ft in-row

Tags at 72” height

#10 Gymnocladus spaced 3.5 ft in-row

Tags at 66” height

#10 Caragana spaced 3 ft in-row

Tags at 60” height

Reliable reading range

(furthest distance where 100% tags read)

• Varied by species and season

• 12 ft (Gymnocladus) to 38 ft (Maple)

• 21-24 ft (June) to 12-38 ft (April)



Flowers by Bauers

Slip-on Labels

Antenna 1 

(Door South)

Antenna 2

(Door North)

Antennae

1&2

Antenna 3 

(Cooler)

Tags Read 457 549 560 560

% Read 76 92 93 93

Tag RFID code provides info for database that includes lot number, 

color/cultivar, harvest date/time, time in and out of cooler

Tracked 3 lots (~150-200 flower sleeves, 3 colors/lot) over 2 week period per lot

Each sleeve of 10 stems has a RFID label

Up to 50 bunches per bucket



Henry Mast Greenhouse

Adhesive and Stake



Low reading percentage (<30% usually)

RFID label antenna in contact with potting 

substrate

Adhesive labels may not be effective unless 

placed or designed so label antenna is not in 

contact with substrate.

Stake labels should be designed so that 

there is separation between antenna and 

base of stake that is inserted into potting 

substrate. 



MSU Research Nursery

Adhesive and Stake
Adhesive labels placed at 8 locations, 4 inside 

the pot, 4 outside. 

Slightly better results for RFID stakes, up to 

85% stakes read but only within 1.5 feet of 

reader antenna.

Same conclusions as for Mast.



Medium cart 

load

Percent Read = (No. of Reps Label was Read / No. of Reps) * 100 System

Antenna1 Antenna2 Antenna3 Antenna4 Max % Read

Item Reps Adhesive Slip On Adhesive Slip On Adhesive Slip On Adhesive Slip On Adhesive Slip On

1 gal cypress grass 3 6 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 67% 0% 0% 0% 100%

1 gal cypress grass 4 in w 6 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

12 inch basket verbena 1 6 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%

12 inch basket verbena 2 6 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%

3 gal metal watering can 6 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

8 in dipladenia 5 6 83% 83% 100% 100% 67% 100% 17% 100% 100% 100%

8 inc dipladenia 6 6 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100% 0% 100%

8 inch dipladenia 7 6 100% 100% 100% 100% 50% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

8 inch dipladenia 8 6 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

flat of 10 4 in peppers 1 6 100% 100% 67% 100% 100%

flat of 10 4 in peppers 1b 6 100% 83% 100% 100% 100%

flat of 8 5 in geranium 2 6 100% 100% 100% 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

gloves 2 6 100% 100% 83% 100% 100%

pruning shears 2 6 0% 0% 100% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 100% 0%

spray nozzle 2 6 50% 100% 50% 100% 0% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%

Watering can plastic 6 100% 83% 83% 100% 100%

Countryside Greenhouse (Retail)

Adhesive and Slip-on



39%

54%

62%65%



Summary/Conclusions

 Differences in label type performance most likely due to 

amount of label RFID antenna in contact with potting 

substrate

 No or less contact = better

 Slip-on labels over 93% read success for all environments 

tested 

 Nursery Postharvest, Nursery Container, Greenhouse Cut Flower, 

Retail

 usually 98 or 99% and 12 - 38 feet from reader

 Stakes intermediate but poor performance 

 usually < 50% and only in close proximity to reader, <2-3 feet

 Adhesive worst performance 

 usually < 30%, < 2 feet from reader



“Reducing the stresses of margin 

compression and labor challenges via 

strategic software and RFID 

integrations.”

Benjamin Meyers, BS

Matthieu Vollmer, MBA



The stats

 Industry statistics reported in 2017 and 2018 continue to underscore labor 

challenges among industry wide margin compression. The cost of labor has 

increased 31.4% since 2007, according to Dr. Hall's first episode of the Industry 

Insider, an AmericanHort production (Hall, 2018).

 Other costs like production inputs and freight are further compressing margins

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Kmkkdu_-d8



Margin preservation

 Raise sale prices on materials

 Reduce costs per unit

 Input costs at production

 Labor costs at production

 Shipping, freight costs



How to reduce costs

Eliminate

Automate

Delegate



Automation types

 Automate processes and procedures, physical activities or behaviors

 Mechanize to reduce the number and duration of manual processed and procedures

 Lean manufacturing processes to eliminate non-value adding activities

 Automate information processing (e.g. inventory data)

 Computer software that performs data analysis for users

 Computer hardware that captures and digitizes data for users without manual efforts

 Integration of computer software and hardware to maximize automation of info flow



RFID and automation

 Basic benefits in comparison to barcode

 Doesn’t require “line of sight” scanning

 Enhanced scanning read range, bulk scanning of tags

 How does this automate information flow?

 Reduce labor for non-value adding activities like counting and measuring

 Access point to data in software via mobile device, efficient scanning

 Unique identification for the inventory item

 Specific application examples

 Shipping and receiving verification, mounted scanners

 Drive by counts in yards and fields, mounted scanners

 Quick scan inventory look-ups to edit data or process sales –- data at finger tips



“Drone-based observation and sampling of 

trees and forest canopies, development of 

canopy robotics and the fundamentals of a 

tree observatory.”

Chuck Cannon, Ph.D.

Director, Center for Tree Science

The Morton Arboretum

Lisle, Illinois



Tree Observatory

We’re creating a research 

platform for understanding 

“whole tree biology”.

The goal is to capture numerous

streams of data and observations 

from multiple sensors and 

devices.

Objectives

• basic scientific discoveries,

• useful arboricultural 

applications, 

• inspiring educational outreach.



3D digital model of trees using drone-

based photogrammetry



3D digital model of trees using drone-

based photogrammetry

Ground-truthing exercise to determine the accuracy of the digital model



Multispectral imagery

RGB

NDVI

Summer 2017 Fall 2017



Sample collection and sensor deployment

Alexis Desbiens

University of Sherbrooke

- Working prototype

- Used in Vietnam by UBC-BG

Separate team in Portugal

- Prototype to be delivered later this 

year

Sensor deployment

- Accelerometers

- Insect traps

- Weather stations

- Canopy robot



Chuck Cannon

Director, Center for Tree Science

ccannon@mortonarb.org

@ruminatus (twitter)

mailto:ccannon@mortonarb.org


“RFID technology for forest measurements, 

aiding financial valuation of trees from a 

wood products perspective.”

Paul Doruska, Ph.D.



Screen capture source: TimberMart South 

Largest gains in timber 

value occur when trees 

“jump” product classes

Product classes are 

stem diameter 

dependent





Source of Images:

Official Grading Rules For Northern Hardwood and Softwood Logs and Tie Cuts –

Great Lakes Timber Professionals Association.



The Log Diameter That Matters…

 Scaling diameter:  

Diameter at the

small end of the log



The Log Diameter That Matters…

 Scaling diameter:  

Problematic to 

measure when log  

is still part of a 

standing tree



First log, the log closest to the ground, 

is the most valuable.

Diameters

here

Not here

within reach



Other potential uses…

Management techniques and impacts on 

tree stem diameters

What techniques enhances upper stem 

diameter growth (produce more valuable 

product classes in shorter periods of time?) 



Q & A
Questions for the panelists?



Thank you.

Handouts: http://arbretech.com/events/

Contact information in handouts.

http://arbretech.com/events/

